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There are big changes underway
in central bank balance sheet
policy globally. The Fed has been
letting its holdings of Treasury
and mortgage-backed securities
roll off. The ECB is about to stop
making net purchases.
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Life After QE

These actions are significant steps in a global
shift away from active use of the balance sheet
in monetary policy, which rose to prominence
across developed markets in the wake of the
2008 global financial crisis (GFC). We consider it
a milestone, and many market participants are
trying to quantify the effects of smaller central
bank balance sheets. We view this inflection point
differently and expect it to have little explicit
or mechanical near-term impact on yields.

Key Takeaways
•

Central banks have been pivoting away from expansive balance sheet policies.

•

We think this will likely have little explicit near-term impact on yields; economic outlook and the path for
interest rates should be the main drivers.

•

But considerations remain about the impact of balance sheet policy and future inflation rates, fund flows,
and central bank reaction function.

•

Understanding key theories that precipitated QE may be the best guide for thinking about life after.

The economic and market environments today are very different than those that prompted policymakers to
implement quantitative easing (QE). Going forward, the economic outlook and the path for interest rates should
dominate our view on yields.
But there are still important considerations related to the impact and future use of balance sheet policy,
and they highlight areas of uncertainty – about future inflation rates, fund flows, and central bank reaction
functions. Given how significant a turning point this is from a policy environment that shaped markets for over
a decade, there is a good chance that this uncertainty may not be fully compensated. As investors think about
this uncertain future, the past may be their best guide. Understanding the theories that helped make the case
for quantitative easing may also be relevant for thinking about life after. We will examine three key areas:
1. Portfolio Balance: this concept has shaped balance sheet policy in recent years and may still be relevant
when it comes to thinking about rates.
2. Negative Policy Rates: this is closely related to balance sheet policy and has had specific implications for
currencies, particularly in Europe.
3. The Future for Balance Sheet Tools: what considerations regarding the use of balance sheet tools could
central banks wrestle with going forward?

Gluts, Balance Sheets & Real Yields
The global saving glut concept can play a role in the thinking behind QE policymaking and raises questions
about the future path for real yields.
In a 2005 speech, former Fed Chair Ben Bernanke suggested that a global saving glut was causing a “relatively
low level of real interest rates.” He theorized that there was a sufficiently large pool of funds that needed
investment and would buy Treasurys at yields that might not attract other investors.
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Bernanke cited similar themes at his 2010 Jackson Hole speech, where he set the stage for the large-scale
asset purchase program known as QE-2. He suggested that this program would operate through the portfolio
balance effect, by which the Fed’s purchases would lean on long-term yields and push investors into other
assets. The central bank would, by design, operate like the saving glut.
Now, as the Fed steps back from the Treasury market, we are left with something of the same question
Bernanke considered in 2005: what is the size and makeup of the universe of buyers who desire Treasurys at
a relatively low level of real yields? Even determining “relatively low” is an open question. At the time of the
saving glut speech, US 10-year yields were around 4.5%, and CPI had just printed at 3.15%. By contrast, as the
Fed now lets its balance sheet run-off, the 10-year yield is just around above 3%, and CPI is just above 8%. If
we instead used the Fed’s 2% inflation objective as our inflation assumption, the 10-year would offer some
real yield potential—but still less than in 2005. This leaves us with key questions for the curve: Just how much
faith is there in the inflation objective? When might it be met? And what premium would the investor universe,
whatever its makeup, require to keep this faith? Many of the conditions of the 2005 saving glut have changed.
We feel this is a good reason to suppose the shape of the “glut” universe has as well.
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Negative Rates and a Meaningful Complement
The ECB has said it will exit from negative policy rates by September. This is no surprise for a central bank with
a single mandate of targeting 2% inflation. Euro-area inflation now exceeds 8%, and there are more signs that
the low inflation risks that plagued the euro area for many years have diminished or may be gone.
During its era of low-inflation, the ECB cut rates into negative territory. As former ECB President Mario Draghi
explained in a 2014 speech, the strength of the currency was exacerbating downside risks to the inflation
target. Negative rates would force money to flow elsewhere, with investors selling euros in exchange for other
currencies – an effective portfolio rebalancing. Just a few months later Draghi took his turn at Jackson Hole,
laying the groundwork for the ECB’s version of QE—a broad-based program of sovereign bond purchases,
focused on the expanding the balance sheet—and looking to also bring down longer-term yields. In many
cases, these became negative. Even at the 30-year point, and even in countries thought to be at serious risk of
default a few years ago—evidence that balance sheet expansion and negative rates complemented each other
with extraordinary power.
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Conditions were notably different this February, when ECB executive board member Isabel Schnabel
started laying the groundwork for a strong euro bias – which would require speeding up the end of net asset
purchases, as the ECB has done. It seems there is no longer a desire to see funds flow out of Europe. We
believe the opposite may be true. It is unclear if this combination of comments, the end of net asset purchases
and a rate hiking cycle will in itself move the euro much. But the stock of the private sector exposure to eurodenominated fixed income has been heavily influenced by many years of policy calibrated to deflation risks.
With so much of the sovereign bond universe yielding below the ECB’s 2% target, Bernanke’s 2005 questions
remain pertinent. Even though the ECB has not—yet—let its balance sheet roll off, its currency bias may be
sending an explicit instruction to the investment universe.

Policy Assessments and Evolution
Asset purchases in response to the COVID-19 crisis had a first-order objective of restoring market function
and liquidity. This was a different application from the carefully calibrated monetary policy approach that
Bernanke outlined at Jackson Hole in 2010. But policy objectives quickly pivoted from stabilization to monetary
easing, even as the tool remained the same.
At the virtual 2020 Jackson Hole Conference, Bank of England Governor Andrew Bailey argued that reducing
balance sheet holdings acquired during stabilization actions are important to retain the power of this approach.
This was quite a shift for the Bank of England (BoE), which had not reduced the balance sheet expansion it
began in 2009. It has now begun to do so, and is currently assessing active sales of its holdings as opposed
to simply letting securities run off. Amid what will likely be a long period of consideration of the appropriate
calibration of asset purchases in the COVID-19 crisis, Bailey’s approach may be important in the evolution of
future policy considerations. Particularly so if inflation risks persist.
The BoE and the ECB have both suggested that they will consider climate-impact factors in the future
management of their holdings of corporate bonds. This appears to be an important aspect of the forthcoming
adjustments in the ECB policy framework, and will likely be further complemented by measures aimed both
at supporting Paris Accord objectives, and at assessing and managing climate-related risk on the central
bank balance sheet. But, as with the portfolio balance effect, the policy signal is a key factor. It could become
quite powerful.
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Disclosure
This material is provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed as
investment advice. Opinions or forecasts contained herein reflect the subjective judgments
and assumptions of the authors only and do not necessarily reflect the views of Loomis,
Sayles & Company, L.P. Other industry analysts and investment personnel may have
different views and opinions. Investment recommendations may be inconsistent with these
opinions. There is no assurance that developments will transpire as forecasted, and actual
results will be different. The information is subject to change at any time without notice.
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The charts presented above are shown for illustrative purposes only. We believe the
information, including that obtained from outside sources, to be correct, but we cannot
guarantee its accuracy.
Indices are unmanaged and do not incur fees. It is not possible to invest directly in an
index.
Market conditions are extremely fluid and change frequently.
Past market experience is no guarantee of future results.
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Additional Notes
This material has been provided for information purposes only to investment service providers or other Professional Clients, Qualified or Institutional Investors and, when required by
local regulation, only at their written request. This material must not be used with Retail Investors.
To obtain a summary of investor rights in the official language of your jurisdiction, please consult the legal documentation section of the website (im.natixis.com/intl/intl-funddocuments)
In the E.U.: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers International or one of its branch offices listed below. Natixis Investment Managers International is a portfolio management
company authorized by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (French Financial Markets Authority - AMF) under no. GP 90-009, and a public limited company (société anonyme)
registered in the Paris Trade and Companies Register under no. 329 450 738. Registered office: 43 avenue Pierre Mendès France, 75013 Paris. Italy: Natixis Investment Managers
International Succursale Italiana, Registered office: Via San Clemente 1, 20122 Milan, Italy. Netherlands: Natixis Investment Managers International, Nederlands (Registration number
000050438298). Registered office: Stadsplateau 7, 3521AZ Utrecht, the Netherlands. Sweden: Natixis Investment Managers International, Nordics Filial (Registration number 5164128372- Swedish Companies Registration Office). Registered office: Kungsgatan 48 5tr, Stockholm 111 35, Sweden. Or,
Provided by Natixis Investment Managers S.A. or one of its branch offices listed below. Natixis Investment Managers S.A. is a Luxembourg management company that is authorized
by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier and is incorporated under Luxembourg laws and registered under n. B 115843. Registered office of Natixis Investment
Managers S.A.: 2, rue Jean Monnet, L-2180 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Germany: Natixis Investment Managers S.A., Zweigniederlassung Deutschland (Registration
number: HRB 88541). Registered office: Senckenberganlage 21, 60325 Frankfurt am Main. Belgium: Natixis Investment Managers S.A., Belgian Branch, Gare Maritime, Rue Picard 7,
Bte 100, 1000 Bruxelles, Belgium. Spain: Natixis Investment Managers, Sucursal en España, Serrano n°90, 6th Floor, 28006 Madrid, Spain.
In Switzerland: Provided for information purposes only by Natixis Investment Managers, Switzerland Sàrl, Rue du Vieux Collège 10, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland or its representative
office in Zurich, Schweizergasse 6, 8001 Zürich.
In the British Isles: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers UK Limited which is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (register no. 190258) - registered
office: Natixis Investment Managers UK Limited, One Carter Lane, London, EC4V 5ER. When permitted, the distribution of this material is intended to be made to persons as
described as follows: in the United Kingdom: this material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at investment professionals and professional investors only; in Ireland:
this material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at professional investors only; in Guernsey: this material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at only
financial services providers which hold a license from the Guernsey Financial Services Commission; in Jersey: this material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at
professional investors only; in the Isle of Man: this material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at only financial services providers which hold a license from the Isle of
Man Financial Services Authority or insurers authorised under section 8 of the Insurance Act 2008.
In the DIFC: Provided in and from the DIFC financial district by Natixis Investment Managers Middle East (DIFC Branch) which is regulated by the DFSA. Related financial products or
services are only available to persons who have sufficient financial experience and understanding to participate in financial markets within the DIFC, and qualify as Professional
Clients or Market Counterparties as defined by the DFSA. No other Person should act upon this material. Registered office: Unit L10-02, Level 10 ,ICD Brookfield Place, DIFC, PO
Box 506752, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
In Japan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Japan Co., Ltd. Registration No.: Director-General of the Kanto Local Financial Bureau (kinsho) No.425. Content of Business: The
Company conducts investment management business, investment advisory and agency business and Type II Financial Instruments Business as a Financial Instruments Business
Operator.
In Taiwan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Securities Investment Consulting (Taipei) Co., Ltd., a Securities Investment Consulting Enterprise regulated by the Financial
Supervisory Commission of the R.O.C. Registered address: 34F., No. 68, Sec. 5, Zhongxiao East Road, Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 11065, Taiwan (R.O.C.), license number 2020 FSC
SICE No. 025, Tel. +886 2 8789 2788.
In Singapore: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Singapore Limited (company registration no. 199801044D) to distributors and qualified investors for information purpose only.
In Hong Kong: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Hong Kong Limited to professional investors for information purpose only.
In Australia: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Australia Pty Limited (ABN 60 088 786 289) (AFSL No. 246830) and is intended for the general information of financial
advisers and wholesale clients only .
In New Zealand: This document is intended for the general information of New Zealand wholesale investors only and does not constitute financi al advice. This is not a regulated offer
for the purposes of the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (FMCA) and is only available to New Zealand investors who have certified that they meet the requirements in the FMCA
for wholesale investors. Natixis Investment Managers Australia Pty Limited is not a registered financial service provider in New Zealand.
In Colombia: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers International Oficina de Representación (Colombia) to professional clients for informational purposes only as permitted under
Decree 2555 of 2010. Any products, services or investments referred to herein are rendered exclusively outside of Colombia. This material does not constitute a public offering in
Colombia and is addressed to less than 100 specifically identified investors.
In Latin America: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers International.
In Uruguay: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Uruguay S.A., a duly registered investment advisor, authorised and supervised by the Central Bank of Uruguay. Office: San
Lucar 1491, Montevideo, Uruguay, CP 11500. The sale or offer of any units of a fund qualifies as a private placement pursuant to section 2 of Uruguayan law 18,627.
In Mexico: Provided by Natixis IM Mexico, S. de R.L. de C.V., which is not a regulated financial entity, securities intermediary, or an investment manager in terms of the Mexican
Securities Market Law (Ley del Mercado de Valores) and is not registered with the Comisión Nacional Bancaria y de Valores (CNBV) or any other Mexican authority. Any products,
services or investments referred to herein that require authorization or license are rendered exclusively outside of Mexico. While shares of certain ETFs may be listed in the Sistema
Internacional de Cotizaciones (SIC), such listing does not represent a public offering of securities in Mexico, and therefore the accuracy of this information has not been confirmed by
the CNBV. Natixis Investment Managers is an entity organized under the laws of France and is not authorized by or registered with the CNBV or any other Mexican authority. Any
reference contained herein to “Investment Managers” is made to Natixis Investment Managers and/or any of its investment management subsidiaries, which are also not authorized by
or registered with the CNBV or any other Mexican authority.
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